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We studythe existenceof stopbandsfor left-handedAlfv6nic ion cyclotronwavespropagatingin
the direction of magneticfield in a multicomponentplasma. Three effects are discussed:finite ion
temperature, inhomogeneousmagneticfield, and nonlinear wave amplitude. All of them affect the
existenceof stopbandsand setcriticalboundson the relevantphysicalparameters,particularlyon the
densityof heavyions. Usingthe modelof a linearlyvarying,longitudinallyinhomogeneous
magnetic
field, we calculate the critical lower bound on heavy ion density as a function of longitudinal
inhomogeneity,and we discussthe differencebetween the truly inhomogeneousand essentially
homogeneoussituations.Typical valuesfor the wave vector in the resonanceregion are derived. We
also find the upper boundon the wave amplitudefor the linear theory to be applicable,and we derive
the conditionfor stop band formationin the nonlinearcase. The obtainedresults are applied to the
magnetosphericenvironmentand are shown to lead to relevant modifications.For example, the
formationof stopbandsby thermalheavyionsis stronglydependenton the localinhomogeneityof the
magnetic field.

1.

INTRODUCTION

IPDP type pulsations, which are due to the AICW activity
during magnetic substorms, are also more frequent in the
In recent years a number of experimentshave investigated years of low solar activity. Furthermore, Kawamura et al.
the role of heavyions(mainlyHe + and O +) in the genera- [1983] have reported that instead of Pc 1, longer-period Pc 2
tion and propagationof Alfv6nic ion cyclotron waves (here- pulsationstend to appear during high solar activity.
inafter to be called AICWs) in the frequencyrangeof Pc 1-2
Ample evidence exists for the variation of heavy ion
(0.1-5 Hz). New important phenomena, which could not be densitiesin terms of solar and geomagneticactivity. For
explainedby the presenceof one cold ion (proton) compo- example, Young et al. [1981b, 1982] have shown that the
nent only, have been observedin the geostationaryorbit by magnetospheric
O + densitymay increaseby a factor of
the GEOS 1 and 2 and ATS 6 satellites[Young et al., 1981a; about 8 when the geomagneticactivity increasesfrom Kp =
Mauk et al., 1981] and later in the plasmapauseregion by 0 to Kp = 9. The O + densityalsoresponds
to solaractivity:
ISEE 1 and 2 [Fraser et al., 1986].Among thesephenomena an increaseby a factor of about 10 has been observed from
were the reversal of polarization and the splitting of the the years of low solar activity to solar maximum years
AICW spectrum into two branches, the high-frequency [Stokholmet al., 1989].Accordingto Young[1983],the O +

branch(higherthan the gyrofrequency
of He + or O +) and content may range from a few percent to more than 80% of
the low-frequencybranch (below the correspondinggyrofre-

the total ion density.
The stronginfluence of heavy ions on the generation and
propagation of the AICWs has been demonstrated in a
pulsations with diminishing periods, or IPDP) are ground
number of studies [Young et al., 1981a; Mauk et al., 1981;
signalsof the magnetosphericAICWs, and, accordingly,
Kozyra et al., 1984; Perraut et al., 1984; Nekrasov, 1987a].
their occurrenceis dependenton the generationand propaThese studiestogether with the above discussedsatellite and
gation conditionsof the AICWs. Unstructured Pc 1 pulsaground-basedobservationssuggestthat when the heavy ion
tions observedat a high-latitudestation are typically below
density is relatively small, the AICWs generated in the
0.5 Hz [Heacock and Akasofu, 1973; Hayashi et al., 1981],
magnetosphere can more freely propagate to the ground,
i.e., below the O + gyrofrequency.
It is well knownthat
while a larger heavy ion concentration forms stop bands
structured Pc 1 pulsations appear mainly during low solar
activity [Fraser-Smith, 1970, 1981; Kawamura et al., 1983]. more effectively, thus more often preventing the AICWs
More recently, Maltseva et al. [1988] have shown that the from propagating to the ground. Accordingly, it is very
important to know the theoretical predictionsfor the formaCopyright 1991 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
tion of stop bands in a situation which correspondsto the
observational conditions as well as possible.
Paper number 90JA02412.
0148-0227/91/90JA-02412505.00
In most theoretical studieson the subject, the absoluteand,
quency).
The short-period micropulsations(Pc 1-2 and intervals of
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convective AICW growth rates were calculated using the
model of a uniform magnetic field [Gomberoff and Neira,
1983; Kozyra et al., 1984; Gendrin et al., 1984]. The longitudinal inhomogeneity was taken into account in some
papers, but only within the limits set by the uniform magnetic field [e.g., Mauk, 1982]. The essential assumption
made in those analytical calculations was to consider the
contribution of the heavy ions to the dispersionrelation as a
small correction. However, this assumption is often not
appropriatein a real observationalsituation, as is clear from
the discussion above. Also, the influence of the nonlinear
motion of the heavy ions on the AICW dispersionrelation

whereOOpj
andwjaretheplasmafrequency
andthecyclotron
frequency, respectively, of the speciesj (j - e, p, and i for
electrons, protons, and heavy ions, respectively); w and k
are the wave frequency and the wave number, respectively;

andc is the speedof light.Note thatthe conditionoo- wj >>

kVll
j wasusedto obtainequation
(1). HereVlL
/ isthethermal
velocity along the magnetic field. Taking the electrons,
protons, and only one speciesi of heavy ions into accountin
(1), we obtain

w k2CA
2
m•1

(2)

has so far not been taken into account.

In the present paper we discuss the effects of thermal Here •i = ni/n is the relative concentrationof the heavy ions
motion (section 2), inhomogeneousmagnetic field (section (n = ne = ne + ni isthetotalplasmadensity),mi istheheavy
3), and a large (nonlinear) wave amplitude (section 4) on the ionmass,
andc• = B/(4•nme)•/2
istheAlfv•nvelocity.
It is
propagation of AICWs in a multicomponent plasma. Our seen from (2) that the presence of heavy ions results in the
main interest is in the situation where the heavy ion contri- appearance
of a stopband(wherek2 < 0) in thefrequency
bution to the dispersion relation for the low-frequency range•i • • • •i + •i, where the width •i is as follows:
branch of AICWs is dominant in the cyclotron resonance
region. We find the critical conditions on the plasma param•i
= •i
-- 1
eters for the magnetic field inhomogeneityor the nonlinear
heavy ion velocity to be important in this region. The
existence of the AICW stop bands in the different cases is Note that there is no critical lower bound for the heavy ion
studied and related to the heavy ion concentration. The densityabove which stop bands would only be formed, since
theoretical results obtained for the critical heavy ion densi- any nonvanishingamount of heavy ions can now give rise to
ties are then applied (section 5) to the magnetospheric a stopband. This unphysicala•efact, due to the presenceof
environment and shown to lead to significant changes as the pole in (2), is a consequenceof neglectingthe thermal
compared to the correspondingestimatesusing the homoge- motion of the heavy ions. The thermal heavy ion motion
neous magnetic field or linear theory.
removes these singularities via the Doppler effect, which
qualitatively can be taken into account by replacing the term
2.

HOMOGENEOUS

MAGNETIC

• -- •i in (2)by ikVll
i. Supposing
thattheheavyionsgivethe

FIELD

main contribution to the dispersion relation in the frequency

As is discussed above, the presence of heavy ions can
result in the splitting of the pulsation spectrum. The spectrum splitting of the left-handed waves is possible owing to
the appearance of stop bands, usually discussedin terms of
a cold multicomponent plasma in a homogeneousmagnetic
field [Smith and Brice, 1964; Gomberoff and Neira, 1983;
Kozyra et al., 1984; Gendrin et al., 1984]. If the wave is
propagating parallel to the magnetic field, the left- and
right-handed branches of the dispersion relation are not
connected. On the other hand, if propagation is oblique, the
left- and right-handed branches are coupled at the crossover
frequency, and the waves can be grouped in three classes
[Young et al., 1981a; Rauch and Roux, 1982].
Here we are interested in the low-frequency branch of the
AICWs (class 1 waves in the terminology of Rauch and Roux
[ 1982]) which are excited below the local heavy ion gyrofrequency and experience the cyclotron resonance when traveling toward the equator. These waves were shown by
Rauch and Roux to remain left handed and be guided along
the geomagnetic field lines. The transverse wave number
exerts little influence on their dispersion.Hence, for the sake
of simplicity, we shall consider in this paper the parallel
wave propagation only.
The dispersionrelation for the AICWs propagatingalong
the homogeneous magnetic field has the following form in
the cold plasma case [Smith and Brice, 1964]:
2

k2c2
2

ß w(w- wj)

d

(1)

range• - •i • krVlli,we obtainthefollowing
approximate
expressionfor the complex wave number in this range:

k= kr- iS •

(mic••)
1/3
•i•
•i --me

•
(
2c•

+ i)

(3)

This formula is applicable if

•i>•= mi1/2
mi_
1 CA
Vll• (4)
•mp
whence
Ik = (k• + •2)1/2> W/CA.
In thiscasethestopband
willbepresent
in thefrequency
range•i + krVlli• • • •i +
•wi.
On the other hand, ff the concentration of the heavy ions

is small,i.e., •i < •P, theseionsmakea smallcontribution
to the dispersionrelation. Then the stop band is absent, and
we have in this case

kr •

1-

CA

•

--•

-1

•i•

viii

(5)

Accordingly, the above mentioned a•efact is removed and

wehavefounda lowerbound•p for theheavyionconcentration, below which the stop band cannot exist. Note also
the heavy ion mass dependenceof (4), which implies that,
the heavier the ions, the smaller the concentration needed to
create the stop band. The influence of thermal effectson the
stop band formation in a homogeneous magnetic field has
been considered numerically by Ball [1987].
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when 2NSr < 1, the longitudinal inhomogeneity of the
magnetic field is essential, and the above results for the wave
vector in the homogeneous case have to be modified. The
characteristic value of the wave number in the cyclotron

The magnetic field, particularly in the magnetosphere,is
not really homogeneous.We will now study how the above
treatment of the AICWs has to be modified in an inhomoge- resonance
region(Isl-< Sr)canbe obtainedin thiscasefrom
neous magnetic field. In order to have definite quantitative (2) by the following substitution [Nekrasov, 1987a]:
estimates, let us parameterize the longitudinally inhomogei-1
d•0i
neous magneticfield by a linear form B(s) = Bo(1 - s/H),
Sr
(8)
where s is a coordinate along the magnetic field and H is the
characteristic length of the longitudinal inhomogeneity.
Even so simple a form is enoughto lead to nontrivial changes
(The sign of the imaginary part in (8) is chosen from the
in the treatment of AICWs and to give a first-order approxcondition that the wave propagating in the direction of
imation to the more complicatedand realistic structureof the
positive s is absorbed.)
magnetic field.
Assuming that the heavy ions give the main contribution
Now, because of the change of the local cyclotron freto the dispersionrelation in the resonanceregion and using
quencies, a wave with a given frequency in the range w <
(2) and (8) and the above expression for Sr, we obtain a
wi(s)(%(s) > w > wi(s)),propagating
in the directionof typical value for the wave number in the resonance region:
decreasing (respectively, increasing) magnetic field, will
arrive at the stop band. Let us further assumethat the wave
-cos--+isin
(9)
frequency correspondsto the heavy ion cyclotron frequency
CA
8
at the origin of the coordinate,i.e., w = wi(O).(It has been
shown by Nekrasov [1987b] that if the energetic ions have a
bi-Maxwellian velocity distribution, the AICWs are domi- The concentration of the heavy ions must satisfy in this case
the condition
nantly generated out of the equatorial region and can thus
resonate with the heavy ions when propagatingtoward the
equator.) Then equation (2) can be rewritten in the following
(10)

1/4
o)i(;r •)

Vlli•
1/2
•i>• =(m•)-1(
--1 •Htøi/]

form:

1 w•s) • =1+/5
i •-1

1-

(6)

It is evident that the stop band is situated (now in the
coordinate space) at 0 -• s -• so, where the width so is as
follows:

SH = •i

-- 1

1 + 15
i

- 1

H

This inequality must be compatible with the inequality
opposite to that expressedin (7). Then the stop band exists
(as far as sr < SH) and is located in the region sr •.• s • sH.
Note also that, again, the heavier the ion, the smaller the
density needed to form a stop band. Accordingly, the
longitudinal inhomogeneity of the magnetic field can, in
analogy to thermal motion, remove the unphysical singularity, and it requires a minimum concentration of heavy ions
for a stop band to exist.

On the other hand, if •i < •, the heavy ionsmake a small
The above results for the typical wave number in a contribution to the dispersionrelation. Then the stop band
homogeneous magnetic field (equations (3) and (5)) remain does not exist, and the wave number attains typically the
valid even in the case of a longitudinally inhomogeneous following form in this case:
magnetic field if the inhomogeneity is weak. More specifically, this is true if the concentration of the heavy ions is
sufficientlylarge to fulfil the inequality 2N Sr > 1, where
(11)

Sr= •(Hvlli/Wi
)1/2
is the width of the cyclotron resonance region of the heavy
ions [Nekrasov, 1987a]. If we now use the above result
(equation (3)) for the wave vector in the case where heavy
ions dominate to form a stop band, this leads to the following
lower bound for the heavy ion concentration, which must be
valid in addition to (4):

• mi(m•tp.)l/2(Hw
wi
4

4.

mp

NONLINEAR

\ viii/

WAVE

CA

EFFECTS

In the preceding sections we have assumed that the wave
amplitude is sufficiently small that the linear theory of the
AICWs could be used. However, in some events the observed AICW amplitudes in the Pc 1-2 range have been such
that the validity of the linear theory is questionable. For
Note that the heavier the ions are, the larger the lower bound example, an amplitude of about 3 nT was observed at the
is, and thus the more local inhomogeneities matter. Natu- geostationary orbit [Young et al., 1981a]. In such cases the
rally, •? vanishesas H tends to infinity and the homoge- existence of the stop bands for Pc 1-2 pulsations will also
neousmagneticfield is restored. Similarly, a lower boundfor dependon their intensity, and, accordingly,nonlineareffects
the heavy ion concentration could be found using the wave have to be taken into account.
vector of (5) in the case where stop bands are not formed.
Using the equation of motion, it can be shown [Nekrasov,
1987c] that if the condition
In the opposite case of a stronger inhomogeneity, i.e.,

•i>•?=mi 3(o/3Vl
I

(7)
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krvñiooih>>•
maxviii;
-•/j
ds

to a constraint relating the heavy ion density and the wave
amplitude. For high-amplitude waves and small concentrations, i.e., in the case of (15), the stop band will be absent. In
the opposite case (equation (13) being still valid), the stop
band exists, and its width for a nonlinear wave will depend
on the wave amplitude. The absorption of the intense
Alfv6nic waves is inversely proportional to their amplitude,
as seen in (16) and (17).

(12)

is fulfilled, it is necessaryto take into account the influence
of the wave on the longitudinal velocity of the particles.
Here vñi is the heavy ion velocity perpendicular to the

externalmagneticfieldB andh = Bw/B,whereB = BI and
Bw is the magneticfield of the wave. If v •i is greaterthan the
thermal velocity perpendicularto the magneticfield, we find
from the equation of motion [Nekrasov, 1987c]that v•i •

h/3/ikl. Then,inthelinearly
varying
inhomogeneous
external magnetic field the inequality (12) will take the following
form:

5.

CONSEQUENCESFOR MAGNETOSPHERICAICW

In this study we have shown, for example, that the
inhomogeneityof the magnetic field may significantlychange
the AICW propagation conditions. In order to reach the
ground, the wave has to propagate all through the field line,
thus being subject to all local inhomogeneities between the
wave amplification region and the ground. Therefore we
think it is more important, especially in view of the groundbased observations of micropulsations, to study the effects
of such inhomogeneitieson the AICW propagation rather
than their generation.
In order to make the implications of the paper more
transparentwe next give numerical estimatesfor someof the
above derived formulas. In these estimates we use oxygen

h>>h•
=max••iH] ,(21k1•)3/2
(13)
Note that in the case opposite to (13), the linear theory
consideredin the previous sectionsis restored.
In the nonlinear case the treatment of the Doppler effect
given in section 2 must be changed. The influence of the
wave on the parallel velocity of the pa•icles in the wave
phasecan be taken into accountby replacingthe term • - •i
in (2) by krvw, where vw is the parallel velocityacquiredby
the pa•icle in the wave. Such a substitutiongives a qualitative descriptionof the nonlinear interaction of the particles
with a wave [Galeev and Sagdeev, 1973]. In the presentcase

(O+) as a sampleheavyion, but analogousresultsfor any

other heavy ions can easily be found from the original
equations.All numerical estimatesare given in a scaledform
where the change of any parameter value can be calculated
it maybe shown
[Nekrasov,
1987c]
thatVw• h2/3m/Ikl.
In in a straightforwardmanner. The parameter valueswe use in
analogy with (8), we obtain, after the substitution, the these estimates are relevant in the magnetosphericenvironanomalous dispersion relation in the cyclotron resonance ment and aim to correspond,to some accuracy, to the values
region to be as follows:
aroundthe geostationary
orbit:n • 10 cm-3 B • 150nT,

whencecn • 106 m/sand•Oo+• 1 s-•. The heavyion

1-

••1

+•

Here • is the concentrationof the untrapped[Karpmanand
Shklyar, 1977] heavy ions absorbingthe wave energy.
If the condition

h>h•
[•(m•
) ••3/2
=

is valid, the stop band will be absent becausethe contribution of the heavy ions to the dispersionrelation is small in
this case. For the imaginary pa• of the wave number we
then obtain the following expression:

••

4me

1-

energies are varied between 1 eV ("thermal") and 10 keV
taking 1 keV to be the scale for the energy in
the equations.
For the scale value of the magnetic inhomogeneity param-

- 1 •ih-2/3(14)("energetic"),

•h -2/3--

cn

(16)

eterwe will takeH • 107m, whichis approximately
one
order of magnitude smaller than the length of the magnetic
field line through the geostationary orbit (L • 6.6). The
corresponding magnetic field gradient, which is inversely
proportional to H, is larger than the local gradient close to
the equator region of the geostationary field line but smaller
than the gradient close to Earth. Therefore the chosen scale
value for H well correspondsto the situation on the geostationary field line between the ground and the equator. It
should also be noted that the local field gradient depends, for
example, on magnetic activity.
Let

us first

consider

thermal

effects

in the

case of a

homogeneous magnetic field. The relevant critical oxygen
density can be expressed in the following form (see (4)):

and kr is determinedby (11).
If the concentrationof heavy ions is high enoughto fulfil
7.6x 10-3(Ello
+/1keV)•/2(CA/106
m/s)
-• (18)
the inequality oppositeto (15), the heavy ion contributionto
the dispersion relation will be dominant in the resonance where,instead
of thevelocityviii, we haveusedthecorreregion. Then the complexwave numberis as follows:
sponding
longitudinal
energy
Elii - «mivl•
i. Thisandtwo
other critical densities have been plotted in Figure 1 as a
function of the oxygen parallel energy, using the above
•
-- + i sin
(17)
mentioned scale values for the other parameters. As a

k ••

h-•/3 cos
8

manifestation

of the above

discussion

it can be seen that

The width of the resonance
region(wherek• • 0) is very small concentrations of thermal oxygen are enough to
approximately
Sr• h2/3H.Thestopbandwillthenexistin form a stop band in the homogeneous case. The critical
the inte•al Sr • s • s•.
density/5(•+
variesfrom0.024%to 2.4%in theenergyrange
Thus a nonlinear treatment of the AICW stop bandsleads

considered.
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(10). The change of the crossover energy and the crossover
density for oxygen as a function of H has been illustrated in

10-1

60+

Figure2. The crossover
energydepends
on H -2, andthe
crossover
densityon H -1. As can be seenthere,for H

smaller than the scale value used (correspondingto the field
gradient closer to Earth), the validity of our treatment and
the range of inhomogeneity effects is extended to higher
energies.On the other hand, even for H larger than the scale
value (correspondingto the gradient around the equator), the
10-3
treatment applies to a large range of thermal energies. This
again demonstratesthe necessity of taking the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field into account when discussingthe
existence of stop bands.
10;0.• 10.3 10.2
10.1
10
0
101
10
2
Let us finally evaluate the nonlinearity effects in more
detail. The second term on the right-hand side of (13), the
Eilo+(keV)
formula of the lower bound for the nonlinear amplitude, is,
Fig. 1. The curves for the three critical relative oxygen densities
asa function
oftheoxygen
parallel
energy
(given
inkeV):/5oh+
(solid usingthe scalevalues for parameters, about 1.1% or less for
line), /5•+ (dashedline), and/56+ (dottedline). The curvescrossat oxygen, independentof its energy. Accordingly, the amplithe crossover energy Eco correspondingto the crossoverdensity tude of 3 nT observedat the geostationaryorbit may already
/5co.
Otherparameters
attaintheirscale
values:
H = 107m,cA = 106 be reaching the nonlinear regime. The first term of the same
m/s,andwo+= 1 s-l.
equation grows to be larger than the second term above the
oxygen parallel energy of 52 eV, and it attains the value of
10-2

In the inhomogeneousmagnetic field the critical density

/• given in (7) attainsthe followingexpression:

/•)+ = 6.0x 10-3(Ca/10
6 m/s)2(H/10
7 m)-3/2

ß(Wo+/1
s-1)-3/2(Ello+/1
keY)-1/4 (19)
Notethatthisvaluenaturallycomesoutto beof theorder

8.1%for energetic
oxygenions(Ell - 10keV). The lower
bound implied by (13) altogether is depicted in Figure 3. As
seen there, energetic particles sustain linearity for larger
amplitudes than thermal ones.
The condition for stop bands, equation (15), can now be
used to study the density of untrapped heavy ions necessary
to form a stop band for a nonlinearAICW. From the chain of
inequalities

magnitude which is observationally relevant in the magnetospheric environment. From Figure 1 one seesthat a concen-

tration of thermal oxygen ions in excessof about 3.4% is
enough to restore the homogeneous case. Note that this
number is more than 2 orders of magnitude larger than the
limit derived from the thermal motion for the homogeneous
case. This showsthat inhomogeneityeffects are particularly
important for the thermal component of the heavy ion
plasma.
The truly inhomogeneoussituation is reached when the
local heavy ion density is smaller than the critical density

/•'. In this case, the lower bound on the oxygendensityfor
stop bands to be formed attains the following form:

/•D+= 7.0x 10-3(H/10
7 m)-1/2

h$+ > h>>ho+
m

(21)

onefindsa lowerboundon the oxygendensitywhichis also
depictedin Figure 3 as a function of oxygen parallel energy.
If the oxygen density is larger than this lower bound, there is
a range of nonlinear amplitudes for which a stop band is
formed. This amplitude range is limited by (13) from below
(also shown in Figure 3) and by (15) from above, as shownby
(21). As can be seen in Figure 3, fairly small concentrations
(lessthan 1%) of untrappedthermal oxygenions are enough

102

10o

(•co

Eco (keV)

ß(wo+/1
s-1)-I/2(EI[o+/1
keV)1/4 (20)
As seen in Figure 1, this critical density is larger than the
homogeneousestimate. Thus the lower bound on the heavy

ion densityfor stopbandsto existis increasedwhen•taking

10-1

10 o

10-2

10-1

10-3

the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field into account. For
thermal energiesthis means a changeby a factor of 5. Note

also that since for thermal energies/5•+ is about 30 times

largerthan/5on+,
thesituation
is trulyinhomogeneous
for a
large range of heavy ion densitiesand the essentiallyhomogeneous case is restored only at much higher densities.
The curves for the three critical densities cross each other

at one point at the crossoverenergyEcocorrespondingto the
crossoverdensity/5co(see Figure 1). The crossoverenergy
represents the upper energy bound for the validity of our
inhomogeneitytreatment. In fact the three critical densities
cross each other at one point irrespective of the values of
other parameters, as can easily be seen from (4), (7), and

10-2
10 6

,

,

,

, ,,,

,

,

,

,

,

, ,,

107

10-4

10 a

H (m)

Fig. 2. The change of the crossover energy (solid line; scale
given on the left ordinate in keV) and the crossoverdensity (dashed
line; scalegiven on the right ordinate) as a function of the longitudinal inhomogeneityparameterH (given in meters) around its scale
7
value, H = 10 m. The H values for the geostationarydipole field
line range from 0.2 to 5 times the scale value. Other parameter
values are as in Figure 1.
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large
waveamplitudes
wederived
a 10•er bøU•d
onthe

10-I

nonlinearamplitude,and the conditionfor the existenceof

hg+, •)+

stop bands in the nonlinear situation. Stop bands can be
formed only for a limited rangeof amplitudes.While the very
condition for nonlinearity gives the lower bound to this
range, the condition of stop band formation sets the upper
bound. This upper bound depends on the density of untrapped heavy ions.
The lower bound for the normalized wave amplitude to be
nonlinear is shown in Figure 3 as a function of oxygen
parallel energy (the same plasma environment was used as
mentioned above). As seen there, the nonlinear regime for

10-2

10-3
10-4

ION CYCLOTRON WAVES

oxygenionswith thermalenergiesis reachedif the wave
10-3

10-2

104

10o

10 •

10 2

Eiio+ (keV)
Fig. 3. The lower bounds on the normalized nonlinear amplitude (solid line) and on the density of untrappedoxygen ions to form
stop bands (dashedline) as a function of the oxygen parallel energy
(given in keV). The other parameter values are as in Figure 1.

to form nonlinear stop bands. Since the energetic particles
are more effective in sustaininglinearity, the critical oxygen
density also grows with energy accordingly.

amplitude
ismorethanabout• •1%6f thebackground
field.
Figure3 alsoshows
thelowerbound9n thedensity
of
untrapped
oxygenionsto havestopbandsfor a rangeof
nonlinearamplitudesof the Alfv6nic loft:cyclotronwave.
For a large range of energiesthe value of this critical density
is only of the order of 1-2%.
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have studied the changesin the propagation of Alfv6nic ion cyclotron waves in a multicomponent
plasma due to finite ion temperature, longitudinally inhomogeneousmagnetic field, and nonlinear wave amplitude. We
have discussed the conditions for the formation of stop

bands in qualitatively different situationsand derived the
correspondingcritical values for the density of heavy ions in
the plasma.
We first studied the thermal motion of heavy ions in the
homogeneousmagnetic field and showed that stop bands are
only formed for heavy ion densities above a critical lower
bound. Then, using a linear model for the longitudinally
inhomogeneousmagnetic field, we derived the corresponding critical heavy ion densities for the formation of stop
bands both in a situation where the effect of the magnetic
field inhomogeneity is negligible (essentially homogeneous
case) and, on the other hand, in a truly inhomogeneous
situation. Typical qualitative values of the wave number
were also presented for both cases.
Applying these results to the magnetosphericplasma, we
have found that inhomogeneity effects are very important in
the formation of stop bands, especially for thermal heavy

ions. A typical situation for the three different critical
oxygen densities is depicted in Figure 1 (parameter values
corresp6ndingto those around the geostationaryorbit are
used).. The critical oxygen densities derived from the magnetic field inhomogeneity arguments are larger, particularly
for thermal heavy ions, than the critical density derived from
the finite temperature in the homogeneous magnetic field.
This already underlines the necessity of taking inhomogeneities into account when discussingthe stop band formation.

For a large range of heavy ion densities, stop bands are
formed in a truly inhomogeneous
situation(/5•+ </5 </5•+).
The homogeneous case is restored only at higher densities

>
When discussingthe changesto the linear theory due to
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